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A QUICK NOTE ON HOW TO BEST USE THIS ISSUE
To see additional interviews and photos from this issue, you can visit folioweekly.com or scan the
QR codes within the print articles. To scan a QR code, open your phone’s camera and center the
code in the screen, a link will appear. If your phone does not have this capability, a QR code app
can be found in the app store.

BEHIND THE COVER
Omarosa might be Jacksonville’s biggest and most polarizing celebrity, but many are unaware she
lives here. Ostracized from the right and shunned by the left, she is the political Madonna—even
Kellyanne Conway has a first and last name. On our cover she is a stable figure through a dizzying
world. As the president has devolved into nasty rhetoric and lawsuits Omarosa has out maneuvered
him. Not because she is psychic, but because she sees right through his spin.
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FROM THE PUBLISHER
This is Folio’s fifth print issue since shutting down due to
COVID-19. It’s been a lot of work by an amazing small team, but
we look forward to showing off what we’ve learned next year.
This month, we are happy to feature an interview I did with Brian
Regan, one of my favorite comedians, who is performing Dec. 11 at
the Florida Theatre. Each event brings us a little closer to normalcy.
We still have to be diligent and safe and respectful of others, but I
can’t wait to experience live performances again.
Best of Jax, the area’s longest running, reader selection poll,
also returns to the end of the year where it originally started. Over
the years, these kinds of polls have become revenue streams and
click machines so more and more media outlets are organizing
their own versions. But we are back to the basics. Have fun. Visit
these businesses, and get to know the best—and—worst in our
community.

Folio 2.0, the Law Offices of Phillips & Hunt and a few other
sponsors are teaming up for a holiday toy drive. This is the ninth
year our law firm has done so. We partner with the Children’s Home
Society of Florida, local churches and community outreach to deliver
the toys where they are needed the most. And they are needed now
as much as ever. You can drop off, deliver or ship toys to our office
at 212 North Laura St., Jacksonville, FL 32202, and we will find them
good homes. For any business or person donating $250 or more,
we will provide a free ad in next month’s issue . It can promote your
business, a charity or another small business you love or want to
recognize. The giving gives back.
As Sir Winston Churchill said, “We make a living by what we
get. We make a life by what we give.” It’s going to take a little while
to truly get back to “normal,” and I venture to guess our “normal”
will be different than it was before 2020. But nothing has changed
about the beauty and love available to us around Thanksgiving,
Christmas, Hanukkah, Kwanzaa, Festivus or any other day you
choose to celebrate. Love one another.
ABOVE: TOY GIVEAWAY AT KEN NIGHT DR.

FOLIO WEEKLY 2.0
PHILLIPS AND HUNT

PUBLISHER
JOHN M. PHILLIPS
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TOY DROP OFF:

212 N. LAURA ST.
ANY BUSINESS DONATING OVER $250
WILL GET A FREE FOLIO AD.
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BRICKBATS + BOUQUETS:

ACB AND JU
Why didn’t Jacksonville

right to health care, but instead

University Public Policy Institute

starts rambling about the death

invite someone that would be

penalty and abortion. Later in

willing to challenge Supreme

the video, she says the Supreme

Court Justice Amy Coney

Court wrongly decided that the

Barrett’s extremist views?

state exchanges could mean

I was disappointed in Rick

the exchanges offered at the

Mullaney’s interview of Amy

federal level. In other words,

Coney Barrett. Originalism is

she would have ruled to deprive

an intellectual cloak drummed

citizens of the subsidy the ACA

up to dignify a view of the

provides. Luckily the Supreme

Constitution as a straitjacket on

Court (without her) ruled to

the ability of the local, state and

allow citizens in states that

federal government to act on

don’t have exchanges to still

behalf of the public. Originalists

qualify for the ACA subsidies.

want to do this despite the

Around minute 40, she

Constitution’s preamble, which

claims that trans people aren’t

states that one of its basic

the gender they identify as. She

purposes is to “promote the

uses the term “physiologically

general welfare.”

a boy.”

Barrett is full of malarkey.

Barrett’s unscientific view

Around minute 36 in the video,

of gender will hurt real people.

Mullaney asks if Congress had

Scientific research (specifically

a right to pass the Affordable

through genetics, neurobiology

Care Act. He uses the phrase

and endocrinology) helps us

“fundamental right to health

understand the transgender

care.” She doesn’t answer the

experience.

question about a fundatmental

SUSAN AERTKER

LET’S HEAR IT.
Why scream into a pillow when you can scream into a Folio? Send us
your short opinion letters at mail@folioweekly.com.

BRICKBAT TO CITY COUNCIL
So, for the second time, a Jacksonville councilmember has
COVID. But the truly nutty thing happened after the fact,
as councilmembers were seen at the Veterans Day Parade
and on social media not wearing masks correctly or social
distancing. Our leaders aren’t setting a good example for
the public, and they’re not even using common sense.

BOUQUET TO DUVAL COUNTY VOTERS
Duval County came out swinging this election with a 74%
turnout rate. Voters split when it came to local and federal
party lines but overwhelmingly passed the half-cent tax to
improve Duval County Public Schools and a $15 minimum
wage. Here’s to bipartisanship!

BRICKBAT TO RICK SCOTT
Dude, your guy lost. It’s okay. Local Democrats have been
losing and conceding with grace for years now. Can’t you,
this time? The GOP’s unwillingness to commit to a peaceful
transition of presidential power is concerning, and our local
leaders seem to be tugging the party line. We should hope
for better, but we know not to.

THE COMMENT SECTION:
@BRICO12: I didn’t realize this fish wrap was still in
circulation.
@GREGTHOMPSON821: figured folio was a bunch of
snow flakes ..... TRUMP2020
@NOTCONCERNED69: Of all the fonts for “Best of Jax
2020” you chose that one.
@UNFUFF: We love seeing @UONorthFlorida faculty
around town! Check out @mbpolisci in the latest
@folioweekly!

CHECK
OUT
OUR
RACK
LOCAL SPOTLIGHT
FIND YOUR FOLIO:

1905 HENDRICKS AVE, JACKSONVILLE, FL 32207
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COMMUNITY
KERRY SPECKMAN

A LIFE WELL ENDOWED

“LIFE” STATUE WAYNE WOOD

THE STORY BEHIND MEMORIAL
PARK’S “LIFE” STATUE AS TOLD BY
WAYNE WOOD.
Countless people have seen the glorious bronze statue of a
larger-than life winged figure in Riverside’s Memorial Park, if not
in person, at least in photos. Many know the sculpture’s name.
Some may even be able to cite the artist. But few people realize
the fascinating and, at times, scintillating story behind the man
himself. Until now.
Charles Adrian Pillars was born in 1870 and grew up in rural
Illinois. A student of art and aspiring sculptor, he moved to the
Windy City where he apprenticed with sculptor Lorado Taft and
worked on sculptures for the Chicago World’s Fair in 1893. With
even bigger aspirations, not to mention a desire for warmer
weather, Pillars relocated to Florida, specifically Jacksonville, where
he would eventually unveil his aforementioned masterpiece “Life”
(or “Winged Victory,” as it is often and erroneously referred to as).
“Almost 100 years ago, Pillars created Jacksonville’s most
iconic piece of art, which today is still regarded by many art critics
as Florida’s greatest outdoor work of art,” said Wayne Wood,
renowned historian and critically-acclaimed author. “But other than
that, no one really knew much about him.” While the sheer lack of
readily-accessible information about Pillars may have intimidated
other writers, it only fueled Wood’s fire to learn more.
Wood spent 10 years meticulously researching and
painstakingly writing LIFE: The Untold Story of Charles Adrian
Pillars. He visited museums and libraries across the country,
scouring thousands of newspaper articles, historical documents
and genealogical records, in addition to interviewing an array of
subjects, including two of Pillars daughters, now both in their 90s.
The resulting 432-page tome—with some 200 photographs
and illustrations and a 20-page bibliography and index, to boot—
goes leaps and bounds beyond the seemingly simple story of a
man and a statue to what Wood described as a “rollicking tale” of
sex and attempted murder with dramatic twists and turns “rivaling
the most compelling works of fiction.”
“It’s unlike any book I have ever worked on,” Wood said. “It’s
an amazing story that also happens to take place during one of
the most interesting periods in Jacksonville history, including the
Great Fire of 1901, the Spanish Flu epidemic of 1918, the city’s
worst hurricane and worst blizzard.” In the Great Fire, for example,
Pillars literally had to run for his life when his art studio on Bay and
Market streets became engulfed in flames.
While Wood described the story as “completely true, mostly”
he did recreate some events, thoughtfully based on his research
6

and interviews, to aid in the flow of the story and help bring it to
life. Fans of Wood’s books will recognize the richness of details that
make his writing so captivating—and hard to put down.
In addition to learning Pillars’ intriguing story, which also
includes sculpting the largest human head ever created in the
U.S. at the time, near homelessness and teaching art to the second
tallest man in the world, the book gives readers, be they fans of
history or simply people who fancy a well-told story, a unique
opportunity to transport themselves back to the early days of the
River City like never before. (Hello, perfect Christmas gift!)
“It’s a chance to go back in the history of Jacksonville. Who
were the people who lived here? What were their lives like?” Wood
explained. Like that cloudy day in December 1924, as “Life” made
its debut in Memorial Park. “When the winged statue was finally
unveiled, everybody cheered,” Wood said, “which quickly turned
to silence, when they realized the figure was naked … and well
endowed.”
LIFE: The Untold Story of Charles Adrian Pillars, published by the
Jacksonville Historical Society, is $49.95 and will be available beginning
Nov. 23 at Chamblin Bookmine, Chamblin’s Uptown and the San Marco
Book Store and on JHS’s website jaxhistory.org. Proceeds from the book’s
sales benefit JHS.

THANK YOU FOR SUPPORTING THE PAST

18 YEARS IN OUR NEIGHBORHOODS!

FOLIO FEEL GOOD
TERESA SPENCER

A CONVERSATION ON
GRATITUDE

2002 - 2020

2020 HAS SUCKED, BUT THERE HAS
TO BE A BRIGHT SPOT.
With 2020 being one of the most catastrophic years physically,
financially and mentally to humans, let’s make it clear 2020 has been
a complete SH!T SHOW for most in one way or another.
It’s been a wild ride so far, but we must always remember to
embrace a little bit of gratitude to keep our spirits high as we
persevere physically and mentally. How do we move forward and
keep our spirits high? My only recommendation is to embrace a big
dose of some good old fashion gratitude.
Gratitude is one of our lives most beautiful gifts in my opinion.

NOVEMBER 1 - 30
Accepting gently used sweaters,
jackets, and blankets.
For more information and local
drop-off locations, visit

WJCT.ORG/EVENTS

At least that’s how I am coping.
I asked several people what they are grateful for in 2020
despite all that is occurring in the world, our country, our city and
neighborhoods, the things they value in their lives. This is what they
had to say.
MALISSA, AGE 35: That is a very hard question, but there are
quite a few things I am grateful for. Music comes to mind first… it
is a nice escape. Music is so important especially this year. I would
also say solid friends and family. It’s been a very lonely period. I am
most grateful for my health.
ERICKA, AGE 33: Anytime you have a heads penny you pick
up… the little things have become more important this year. Of
course, Friends and family and those with positive attitudes all things
considered. I am so grateful that 2020 will be over soon. Even
though 2020 has been a total shit show… just look around. We got
a new house with a pool. You can see the love and the joy on our
faces.
Christopher, Age 4: I am grateful for my Xbox, Batman, my
grandma Nae Nae, grandma Gigi, Auntie B, Mommy and Daddy. I
miss my friends at school but glad I still get to play and have dance
parties by the pool.
ADAM, AGE 13: Quarantine? (I was baffled by this answer so I
asked why quarantine? … he said because I can play my online video
games with my friends than I could before.)
MARIE & KEN, THE NEWLYWEDS AGES 48 & 59: That we
found each other, friends family and the right to vote!
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Sponsored by:

My advice: lets embrace some gratitude.

It really is one

of the greatest gifts life offers. Have a happy, safe, and healthy
Thanksgiving. Go back for seconds, you deserve it.
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THE DEEP DIVE
CASEY CRAIG

A PEOPLE
ERASED
UNDERSTANDING THE TIMUCUA TRIBE, WHO ONCE
INHABITED NORTHEAST FLORIDA.

THANKSGIVING IS UPON US, a time of year when Americans

“There’s a rich history of migration in and out of the region,” she

commemorate the season with giant feasts, the Macy’s Day Parade,

continued, “technological advances of society, like, dramatic societal

the Detroit Lions losing and a sense of togetherness with family that

changes, deep political relationships … there’s a very complex history,

has been rooted in the fabric of our country. But before you fully

and these are human beings who, like other human societies, change

subscribe to this idealistic fable, it is important to note Thanksgiving

over time.”

is actually a salute to colonialism—and also a day of mourning for
many indigenous people.

were not contained to Florida’s coast and rural marshes, but, rather,

Northeast Florida, for example, possesses an especially rich

they were nomadic and operated within inter-tribal systems of

history of native groups, in particular, the Timucua, who lived and

commerce. Bossy cited the work of Keith Ashley, associate professor

thrived long before the Pilgrims landed on Plymouth Rock.

at anthropology, also at UNF, who found indigenous communities

“98% of human history in northeast Florida is indigenous … and

in Northeast Florida may have had direct contact with Cahokia in

we know that occupation—or at least use of this land by indigenous

the 11th and 12th centuries. Considered one of the largest Native

people—begins at least 12,000 years ago,” explained Denise Bossy,

American cities to exist in North America prior to the arrival of

associate professor of history at the University of North Florida.

European explorers and settlers, Cahokia was located near the

During this time, she said, the Timucua occupied North Florida and

Mississippi River in what is now St. Louis, Mo. with some researchers

Georgia coastlines and inland areas, as well as parts of central Florida.

comparing it to London, which was roughly similar in size at the time.

Some of the first European contact with the Timucua began

But even with this academic research and cultural log of the

around the Fort Caroline area in the 16th century with the arrival

Timucua, many local residents remain largely unaware of how they

of French and Spanish conquistadors. Once the Europeans began

helped shaped the modern landscape of Jacksonville and on a

colonizing, some of the natives were displaced and emigrated north

national scale. This lack of awareness also applies to many other

while others found refuge in St. Augustine. It’s important, however,

indigenous peoples across the U.S, where a majority of the public

to dispel a common myth.

clings to the Puritan myth that is the “origin” of the first Thanksgiving.

“Some of the things that we have to combat when we write about
local indigenous people—that we see in museums in particular—is

And in a surprising turn of fact, the modern Thanksgiving holiday was
established by Pres. Abraham Lincoln in 1863.

the notion that [the Timucua] were unchanging before contact,”

Because of the misunderstanding of the holiday’s origins and

Bossy clarified. “You will see in a lot of our local museums, terribly

the Timucua people, in general, Bossy urged others to educate

damaging phrases like ‘the Timucua had not changed for 500 years

themselves on the subject.

or 1,000 years until Europeans arrived.’ And that is hogwash.”
88

Additionally, there is strong evidence that suggest the Timucua

“[Lincoln] was trying to sort of create a myth to bring the country

IN OUR REGION
TIMUCUA

YAMASSEE

SEMINOLE

TOCOBAGA

CALUSA

AIS

TEQUESTA

MUSCOGEE

MAYAIMI

FOR A COMPREHENSIVE
INTERNATIONAL LIST,
VISIT NATIVE-LAND.CA.

back together and settled on this Puritan myth, and it’s based

To learn more about the Timucua and their history in Northeast

loosely on the Wampanoag 1621 treaty with the Puritans… there

Florida, the Beaches Museum in Jacksonville Beach offers a

are native people who celebrate Thanksgiving, but there are so

unique opportunity to engage with their culture in an exhibit

many native people, especially in New England, who mark it as a

created by Aaron Broadwell, professor of anthropology at the

day of mourning,” she said. “Because again, that’s like glorification

University of Florida. Visitors can even hear for themselves the most

of European colonization. For indigenous people that can be really

common language spoken by the Timucua, thanks to Broadwell’s

problematic.”

reconstruction of the indigenous tongue through his study of early

The question then becomes: Is it offensive for non-indigenous
folks to partake in Thanksgiving, despite its association with being
the catalyst of mass genocide for centuries?

17th century Franciscan texts. This Timucua audio experience is
believed to be unique to the Beaches Museum.
History buffs can also look forward to a book by Bossy and Ashley

“We can have a day where we say we want to be with our

that explores indigenous tribes in the area including information and

families. We want to take time off, watch football, etc.,” Bossy

research that isn’t known or readily accessible to the general public.

said. “But to pretend that it’s about some imagined, native/colonial

So as you make your holiday plans, keep in mind the Timucua

meeting of the minds ignores the very real suffering of native people

and other indigenous peoples and what Thanksgiving represents to

in New England and other places, as a result of colonization.” In her

them, not the false, functionalist history of the “First Thanksgiving.”

opinion, you don’t have to choose—just be aware of what you’re

And consider passing truth and new traditions around the table

celebrating.

instead.
99
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A HOLIDAY COCKTAIL FOR
THE REST OF US
November rings in the holiday season, full of friends, family and
drinking in order to cope with it all. Luckily, there’s a new drink in town
that will keep you jolly all while letting people know that yes, you

P

U

R

E

probably peaked during the Clinton administration. Let us introduce
you to Cowford Chophouse’s Festivus Cocktail.
“I absolutely adore Seinfeld,” said Rebecca Smith, lead bartender
at the high-end steakhouse located Downtown. “Ever since I saw that
episode, I’ve always wanted to celebrate Festivus … It just seems more
fun!” she said. And, thus, the Festivus Cocktail was born.
For those not familiar with Festivus (featured in a 1997 episode
of the show), it occurs on Dec. 23, when attendees gather around a
bare, aluminum pole—aptly dubbed the “Festivus Pole”—to compete
in feats of strength, as well as other traditions. The episode was cowritten by Daniel O’Keefe in homage to the Festivus celebration his
father invented in the ’60s as an antithesis to religious, commercialized
holidays of the season.
The drink—silver in complexion with dashes of red and green—is
a combination of gin, St. Germaine elderflower liquor, lime, simple
syrup and white cranberry, and looks reminiscent of a Festivus Pole.

IMAGINATION

True Seinfeld fans may opt to enjoy the Festivus cocktail paired
with one of Cowford’s big salads or soup (sorry, no Mulligatawny) or as
an after-work refreshment. One thing is certain: There will be no airing
of grievances at this happy hour.
JOHN ALOSZKA
@JOHNALOSZKA
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S

PIERCING - ART - LITERATURE

(904) 853-6291
pureimaginationarts.com
469-11 Atlantic Beach, Atlantic Beach, FL 32233
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WHY TRUMP IS
THE BIGGEST LOSER
From the heights of Trump Tower, Omarosa Manigault Newman aided
the President in planning a rise to power unlike anything seen in modern
American politics. His ascension, and his electoral downfall, are direct
results of the man himself.

OMAROSA MANIGAULT NEWMAN

OMAROSA MANIGAULT NEWMAN
JOHN ALOSZKA

SEVENTEEN YEARS AGO, as a contestant, I sat in a madefor-TV boardroom in Trump Tower with Donald Trump, who at
the time was the host of NBC’s hit reality show The Apprentice.
We were in between taping scenes, and Donald started
lecturing another contestant who had threatened to quit the
show because he did not think it was fair. Donald laid into the
guy: “Never quit! Never ever quit! It’s the lowest of the low, and
you will forever be known as a loser.”
Fast forward to the present day, and we find President
Donald Trump in a precarious position. At the time of
publication, there are just two months until Inauguration Day,
and the president has an important decision to make regarding
his electoral defeat, a decision made even more difficult by the
fact that in his reelection bid, he received more votes than any
Republican presidential candidate in the history of this country.
Trump and his 70 million supporters openly wonder why that
was not enough to secure a second term.
Currently trailing Vice President Biden by millions of
votes, Trump is under immense pressure from both sides of the
political aisle (and members of his inner circle) to concede and
to accept the results of the election.
Donald Trump, true to form, has refused to do so, tweeting
“RIGGED ELECTION!” “STOP THE COUNT!” and “I WON THE
ELECTION!” from his golf course.
Many have asked me why Trump continues to prolong the
inevitable and not follow a long-standing tradition of conceding
when the race has been called.
My answer is plain and simple: Trump equates conceding
with quitting, and quitting is losing. And the Donald Trump that

12 I @FOLIOWEEKLY
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After dissuading his supporters from voting by mail,
President Trump saw his election margins wither away
as Democratic leaning mail-in ballots were counted.
GRAPHIC BY JOHN ALOSZKA
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I know does not want to be known as a loser.
In 2016, I was on stage with him immediately after he was

On election night in 2016, I watched the returns come in
state-by-state with members of the Trump Campaign in the

declared the projected winner of the presidential election, and he

massive war room set up in our campaign offices in Trump Tower

was gracious in his remarks that evening. In 2020, however, I am

in New York City. When I met with Donald earlier that afternoon,

witnessing Donald go down as the biggest loser, something that

he was stoic, and he remained stone faced as the votes came in.

he has tried to avoid at all costs.

The results were very decisive in some of the key battleground

Donald Trump has an allergic reaction to the perception of

states like Florida and Ohio, and the race was called shortly after

losing, at anything, and thus having to endure the moniker of

midnight for Donald Trump. The world was shocked. At one

“loser.” As with many things in his life, it isn’t a matter of reality

point Donald excitedly turned to me and said, “Omarosa you are

but more a matter of perception. He has lost many times in his

coming with me to Washington.” And that I did.

life, but perceptually, he has found a way to persevere through

A few days later Trump was on his plane to Washington,

a strict regimen of psychological self-culture to still see himself

D.C. to meet with President Obama. The world was captivated.

as a winner. It is well documented that he has had numerous

The campaign watched from the TVs in our war room back in

business failures with some requiring the utilization of bankruptcy

New York as the Obamas welcomed the Trumps to the White

protections. But Donald, in turn, found a way to interpret those

House. A week later the entire Trump Transition team was

failures as shrewd decisions based on his high business acumen.

granted access to the offices and resources that come with the

Losing the presidential election, however, does not provide this

presidential transition.

type of obfuscation or cover. There is no amount of Trump spin
that can separate this reality from perception.
On election night 2020, I sat in a broadcast booth situated

Trumps to the Bidens is certainly a long shot. Trump has pledged
that he would not acknowledge the president-elect, and he has

directly across from the White House as a correspondent for

been quoted referring to Biden as “Phony Joe.”

SkyNews, a British TV news channel. As the results trickled in, it

This brings us back to the question at hand. How will all of this

seemed likely that President Trump would win a second term and

end?

possibly keep control of the Senate. But as the night progressed,

14

The likelihood of that type of warm welcome from the

There are barely two months left between now and

it became apparent, as Biden picked up momentum in key states,

Inauguration Day. Traditionally, this is the time that the incoming

their red mirage had dissolved.

team would move into the transition offices provided by General

THE DAILY SHOW / COMEDY CENTRAL

“You are one of the few people, I would say, who
has managed to out-Trump Trump.”
- TREVOR NOAH TO OMAROSA
Services Administration (GSA) to begin filling 4,000 government

delays his acceptance of the results and the transition process,

vacancies and preparing for confirmation hearings for all of the

the more our democracy suffers.

newly appointed cabinet members. As a member of President

As the outgoing president continues to tweet and lament

Trump’s Transition Team and Executive Committee, we had to

his current situation, it is rumored that he will launch a Trump

move quickly. The work required long days and sleepless nights.

TV network and will continue to hold his signature campaign

After all, we were taking over for the Obama administration and

rallies. Yes, even in the midst of all of this chaos, he is focused on

only had two months to do it. This is one of the bedrocks of our

galvanizing his base in order to feed his ego. He is aggrieved.

democracy, the peaceful transfer of power.
However, the current Trump-appointed head of GSA has
refused to grant the Biden team access to government buildings
and resources. Additionally, Trump has given directives to his

He sees himself as a victim, particularly of the “fake news
media” for calling the election for Joe Biden. Sadly, the more he
delays conceding, the more vulnerable our country becomes.
In mid-December, the Electoral College will meet to

entire administration to not cooperate with the Biden team in any

formally cast their votes for president and vice president. It is

way.

at this meeting that I foresee Donald Trump psychologically
President Trump is focusing the remainder of his term on

accepting his fate and acknowledging he has no alternative but

litigation. He has activated his massive legal team to file lawsuits

to accept the results. With less than two months left in his term, I

alleging voter fraud in the five states including Pennsylvania,

expect Trump will focus on pardons and last-minute deals for his

Georgia, Michigan, Wisconsin and Arizona. Most of the cases

loyalists.

are being thrown out immediately, but that has not discouraged
Donald.

What started as a made-for-TV political rise to power may
end with Donald Trump forever being known as the biggest loser.

The Trump campaign released a statement from him
emphasizing, “I will not rest until the American people have the
honest vote count they deserve and that democracy demands.”
The Constitution is clear. Each state determines when its
residents vote and when and how they tally the results. Thus far,
each state has come out to stand by its processes, which strive
to provide transparency and accuracy. The more President Trump

Omarosa Manigault Newman is the founder of BrandNewman
Advising. She is a professional speaker, executive coach and luxury real
estate agent. Omarosa has worked in politics for more than 20 years and
served in the White House for two U.S. presidents. Her book Unhinged:
An Insider’s Account of the Trump White House debuted at No. 1 on The
New York Times best sellers list. She currently resides in Jacksonville, Fla.
with her husband Rev. John Allen Newman and their dachshund Duke.
Follow her at Omarosa.com.
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ISA BARRIENTOS

ANASTASIA MOSQUITO CONTROL
EFFECTIVE GOVERNMENT EXISTS, IT MAY JUST BE
NONPARTISAN, SCIENTIFIC AND BUGGY.

Becker sits in the AMCD helicopter,
used to spray organic pesticides.
ALL PHOTOS BY JOHN ALOSZKA

UPON SETTLING IN FLORIDA in the 1500s, the Spanish

By way of advanced public health and sanitation, most people

referred to the eastern half of the territory as “Los Musquitos.” The

in first-world countries don’t have to worry as much about mosquito

moniker stuck with Americans. In fact, the stretch from what are

bites being lethal. Agencies like Anastasia Mosquito Control District

now St. Johns, Seminole, and Palm Beach counties was once called

ensure it stays that way.

“Mosquito County.”
The county disbanded in 1844, but the name still holds true: We
are colonizers on mosquito land.
Florida’s swampy environment, along with its seas, lakes and
rivers, and warm, rainy climate make it ideal for mosquitoes to live
and raise their aquatic larvae: 80 different species of them, in fact.

and visitors from mosquito-borne viruses and nuisance pests,
AMCD’s brilliant team of experts includes biologists, entomologists,
technicians and legislators.
The spirit of science is palpable in its state-of-the-art facility
based in St. Augustine. In labs, insectories, greenhouses and out

More than just an annoyance, mosquitoes are the deadliest

in the field, the team is constantly gathering data and conducting

animal in the world by a landslide. They are vectors for diseases,

research. Their work has been featured in numerous professional

meaning they can pick up a pathogen such as malaria from one

publications, including the Journal of the American Mosquito Control

host and inject it into another. According to the World Health

Association, and AMCD is regarded in the scientific community as

Organization, mosquito-borne diseases kill more than one million

one of the best mosquito control and research centers in the world.

people each year.
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With the essential goal of protecting St. Johns County residents

Much of the credit for AMCD’s success goes to Executive

Dr. Whitney Qualls

A mosquito under a microscope.

Director Rui-De Xue, a medical entomologist and parasitologist
who has led the agency since 2003. A prolific scholar in his field,
students and scientists from around the world come to Northeast
Florida to research under him, and he is lauded as a great mentor
within the district.
AMCD is distinct in the fact that it operationalizes its research.
For example, data gathered on Monday and Tuesday guides what
staff do in the field for the rest of the week and enables them to test
and employ novel techniques in mosquito control locally, though, it
might not always look that way to residents.
AMCD Commissioner Trish Becker recalled hearing from locals
regarding sudden swarms of mosquitoes in certain areas of the
county when she ran for the office in 2018. As it turns out, the
swarms were male mosquitoes, which don’t bite (only the females
feed on blood), that were released by AMCD itself.
In collaboration with the USDA and University of Florida
Entomology program, the district releases 50,000 mosquitoes a
week after sterilizing them. When they mate in the wild, the resulting

County had 66 cases between 2006 and 2018, according to the

eggs laid by the females are unviable. The eggs never hatch, and the

Florida Department of Health.

would-be progenitors die after about 30 days, effectively eradicating
a new generation of mosquitoes.
Entomologist Whitney Qualls is AMCD’s scientific manager.
Coming from a professional background in public health, she spoke
on the real-time approach to science and innovation that her team
enjoys.
“Academia is about understanding biology and behavior.
[At AMCD] we tie that in, but we are also able to say that this is

After factoring in rainfall accumulation and service requests,
technicians in trucks and helicopters treat only where necessary with
every location coordinate and ounce of chemicals documented and
accounted for.
While the chemicals used by AMCD are safe in accordance
with Environmental Protection Agency standards, the team is also
mindful of keeping the environment in balance throughout the
treatment process.

something we can use to benefit our constituents,” she said, “In

“We’re always looking for new ideas, new strategies, new

public health we implement everyone else’s science, but here we

ways to target their behavior that could allow us to use something

get to drive it.”

biological instead of synthetic chemistry,” Qualls said.

In fulfillment of their public safety mission, AMCD sets out and

One of the benefits of incorporating biological practices is they

collects mosquito traps throughout the county weekly. Upon return

are sustainable. Unlike repellents and insecticides, mosquitoes can’t

to the lab, up to 23,000 mosquitoes are speciated and quantified by

become resistant to them because they’re natural.

hand. In addition, 60 chickens from 10 locations across the service

AMCD also breeds Gambusia onsite. Also known as “mosquito

area are bled and tested for mosquito-borne illnesses on a weekly

fish,” they feast on larvae and are used in pools, animal troughs

basis.

and retention ponds to eradicate mosquito populations with great

Recognizing it only takes one mosquito to create an outbreak,

success. Trucks administer BTI, a naturally-occurring bacteria that

the AMCD team is extremely diligent in evaluating samples to keep

kills mosquito larvae upon contact with their digestive system, into

outbreaks at bay. St. Johns County, for example, hasn’t observed

water sources with a hose.

a single case of West Nile Virus since 2006. Neighboring Duval

Another key to AMCD’s success is public education, as people
17

may be growing their own problems. Standing water in tires, planters
and gutters, for example, is a common culprit for attracting mosquitoes,
as are bromeliad plants. To put it in perspective, 200 mosquitos can
hatch from water in something as small as a plastic bottle cap.
As education chair for the district and a staunch advocate for public
health, Becker said the more you know, the better it is for everyone when
it comes to mosquito control.
“If you’re not growing your own mosquitoes, that’s less things that
we have to spray, which is less potential chemicals in the environment
or pesticide resistance,” she said. “The more we talk about it, the less
money we cost taxpayers.”
AMCD is funded by property taxes, and Becker is one of five
publicly-elected, non-partisan commissioners who help allocate those
funds to ensure they’re being used properly. The proof? Even with a
fully self-sustaining research facility and an education center underway,
a new website, benefits for all employees, dozens of chickens and a
helicopter, her team still managed to save money.
“We are actual proof that your government agencies can be good,”
Becker said. “They can work well. And we lowered taxes!”
Any resident of St. Johns County can request mosquito control
services from AMCD by phone, through its website or via the agency’s
app.

ISA@FOLIOWEEKLY.COM
@ISAB23

Becker holds a Bromeliad
plant, which she refers to as
a ‘mosquito hotel.’
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ELECTION 2020
HEYDI ORTIZ

YOUNG, TIRED AND FED UP
SCHOOL SHOOTINGS, CLIMATE CHANGE, RACE
AND LIBERATION DEFINE GEN-Z VOTERS.

MILLIONS OF COLLEGE STUDENTS, high schoolers and even

more economically liberal and significantly more socially liberal. They

middle schoolers have paid attention to what can be considered one

are more likely to support gun control, want universal healthcare,

of the most important elections in American history.

treat climate change as a priority threat, demand police reform, and,

A recent Harvard University poll showed 63% of young voters said
they would definitely vote in this year’s election compared to 47% in
2016. But why are young people suddenly so much more politically
involved than ever before? What makes this election so unique?
With disproportionate levels of unemployment, a couple of years
to evade drastic climate change, racial tensions on the rise and the
pandemic on the top tier of problems to worry about worldwide,
there is no doubt that the 2020 election has determined the lives of
billions of people for many years to come, especially this generation
and the next.

generally, desire greater use of government policies to solve public
issues,” said Freeder.
UNF student Carissa Marques agrees. “I think it will be the first
in a new era of change. I understand every generation sees change,
but Gen Z wants to work to undo lots of the systemic faults that exist
in our country today,” she said.
Freeder says it’s important for the next generation of first-time
voters to keep up with current events regularly.
“The more you are part of the daily narrative, the easier it is to
form opinions and the more likely you’ll be to participate in future

According to Sean Freeder, professor of political science at the

elections,” said Freeder. He suggested individuals select media

University of North Florida, the United States has seen a 66% turnout

sources based less on their perceived biases and more about relying

rate in this year’s presidential election: the highest in a century. The

on accuracy.

fact that it’s taking place during a pandemic makes the turnout rate
even more surprising.

While President Trump continues to litigate the results of the
election, Vice President Joe Biden and Sen. Kamala Harris are on

“We’ve never seen such a popular vote victory paired with such a

track to win the 2020 presidential race, with Biden well ahead of the

close electoral college situation,” said Freeder. “It is the only modern

270 electoral college votes needed to secure the presidency. Notably,

presidential race in which one of the candidates, much less a sitting

the Democratic ticket flipped Georgia and Arizona, two longstanding

president, has openly and repeatedly accused his opponent of stealing

Republican states.

the election through voter fraud.”
Freeder also says that this election is telling of what young voters
want.
“Young Americans are significantly more likely to lean toward
the Democratic party and are much more diverse in terms of race,

FSCJ student Alana Cain summarized what’s at stake for the
forward looking Generation Z: “This election shapes the future of our
next generation of sisters, brothers, sons and daughters, and I think
young people, particularly this generation, are starting to think more
about their future.”

religion and nationality. Young voters are somewhat more diverse in
terms of race, religion and nationality. Young voters are somewhat
20
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HEYDI ORTIZ IS THE EDITOR OF UNF SPINNAKER AND A FOLIO CONTRIBUTING WRITER.

POT POLITICS
SHELTON HULL

RUNNING THE TABLE
A CLEAN SWEEP FOR CANNABIS USE ON
THE NOVEMBER BALLOT.
WELL, THE MOST TENSE AND TUMULTUOUS federal election
of our lifetimes is now basically a wrap, despite all protestations from
the peanut gallery, and for progressive voters, the results are almost
entirely positive. Joe Biden and Kamala Harris triumphed in the
main event, and a physically, mentally and emotionally exhausted
country can now begin counting the days until our long national
nightmare is over. Democrats maintained their majority in the House
of Representatives (even without netting any major pickups from
vulnerable incumbents like Rep. John Rutherford), while shaving the
Senate’s GOP plurality down to the nubbiest of nubs.
The news was almost uniformly good for progressives,
particularly so for “cannabiseurs” from coast to coast, whose
interests went undefeated across a full slate of state ballot initiatives
served up on Nov. 3. Medical marijuana was legalized in Mississippi,
as well as South Dakota, which also became the first state to legalize
it for medical and recreational use simultaneously. “Responsible
adult use” was also affirmed by voters in Arizona, Montana and New
Jersey. All five states are pretty diverse, in terms of demographics
and their political leanings, but they were unified on this one
particular matter.
Seeing these results was heartening, no doubt, but also
incredibly frustrating in terms of the missed opportunities for
Floridians. Folio has reported fairly extensively on the debacle that
was the failed effort to get recreational use on our own state ballot.
Based on the trends, it seems likely that such an initiative would
have passed easily. Not to belabor the point, but it’s tragic the
personal issues among a small handful of activists and business
leaders were allowed to take precedence over the health and wellbeing of millions of people. But I guess that’s pretty much the story
of this entire year, huh?
At this point, 70% of states, including Florida, have legalized
medical marijuana, and a whopping one-third of the U.S. population
now live in states that allow for recreational use. If the leaders of the
incoming administration are to be believed, that number will only
increase in the months and years ahead.
Currently, there are several related pieces of legislation lingering
in both houses of Congress right now, the most prominent being the
“Marijuana Justice Act” proposed by Sen. Cory Booker. The New
Jersey Democrat, who ran against Biden in the 2020 presidential
primary, has seen his own star power increase after serving as a
very effective advocate for the Biden/Harris ticket, and acceleration
of this pet project seems like just the right receipt to be issued in
January 2021.

Both Biden and Harris are notorious drug warriors of fairly
“high” standing; collectively, their efforts have helped put
thousands of men and women in prison. In hindsight, they appear
to have some regrets about those decisions and claim to have seen
the light, which presumably means the path to legalization at the
federal level is now shorter than it was just a few weeks ago. Time
will tell if they’re serious or more like President Barack Obama,
whose liberal posturing on the cannabis question more-or-less stuck
with the status quo.
In Oregon, however, the voters weren’t waiting for the
federal government to legalize the recreational use of marijuana:
They approved it way back in 2014, taking a bold step toward
the decriminalization of drug crimes in America. And on Nov. 3,
the state made history as the first to eliminate criminal penalties
for personal/non-commercial drug offenses for “hard” drugs like
cocaine, heroin, opioids and methamphetamine—and by a large
margin. Under the state’s newly-passed Measure 110, individuals in
possession of these and other Schedule I substances will be subject
to a flat fine of $100 but no jail time.
This may be especially good news for sad conservative voters,
who may be considering more dramatic means of catharsis, now that
they’re facing a stint in the political wilderness. It seems almost like
a waste of time to say this, but I will anyway: Remember, everything
in moderation!
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The secret
to happiness,
of course, is
not getting
what you
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- Alex Trebek
@FOLIOWEEKLY

want; it’s
wanting what
you get.

DIGITAL DIVIDE
MILLENNIAL MOM CONFESSIONS

SAVE SOCIAL MEDIA
MISINFORMATION, HATE AND BIGOTRY HAVE
CRIPPLED OUR COUNTRY

I MISS THE DAYS of what social media used to be.

talking about politically—however, with this year’s election, I have

I remember coming home from school, circa 2000. I would get

seen more hate, ugliness and bullying than I have ever seen in

on the computer, wait what felt like years for the dial-up modem to

my lifetime. It’s not from one particular side, either. It’s from every

connect and hear the beautiful melody of “Welcome. You’ve got

side. There seems to be less and less intelligent conversation and

mail.” from my AOL homepage.

more just pointing fingers. There is hardly any agreeing to disagree

I remember the importance of having the perfect away message
on AOL Instant Messenger and my very first email address, which I
thought was so cute and original, “Hellokittygirl123.”

Truthfully, it makes me so thankful that my child is too young
right now to understand social media. I know I cannot protect his

I remember getting Myspace. Back then, no one ever discussed

blissful innocence forever, but for now, I cannot express in words how

how creepy and inappropriate it was for a tween girl, and the only

happy I am that he cannot access, so easily, Instagram or Facebook.

thing we worried about was who was going to bless our top 8.
I remember when AOL chat rooms were mildly innocent, and
the threat of child trafficking was not as prevalent as it is today.

He cannot see neighbor turned against neighbor or friend
against friend. He cannot hear the name-calling based on one
person believing something another person does not. He cannot

I miss the days of what social media used to be.

see people’s true colors come forward. He cannot see that it is

It’s funny to think about now because even though we had

becoming more and more difficult to have constructive dialogue

another crazy election back then too, but I never remember social

regarding our differences. He cannot see the lack of interest in

media being used in the way it’s used today.

things we may not always understand.

Now, it is a hotbed of misinformation that spreads like wildfire.
It is a place where the feelings of others are hardly ever taken into

He cannot see what internet hate looks like, and for that, I am
immensely grateful.

account. It is a place where every opinion is the “right” opinion. It is

Our country is in a fragile state and has been for some time.

a place where many people, shielded by a keyboard and computer

Our nation, as a whole, is crumbling in my opinion. We are utterly

screen, become extremely emboldened. They feel they can say

divisive, and things don’t seem to be improving. Social media is not

whatever comes to their mind without any consequence.

what it used to be.

It is a place of judgment and shaming others, and I’m not just
24

amicably but instead just fighting to be the only voice heard.
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NEW
MUSIC
RADAR
photo: @yeahimdennis

SEN MORIMOTO

SEN MORIMOTO

SAILOR GOON

HOLLYWOOD, FL

With help from Jacksonville-based Friends of Friends

This slowed down track—literally slowed down, as if you

Recording and a laundry list of artists features, Sen Morimoto

were to do it on a record player—is a reverb-soaked ballad

creates an eclectic texture of jazz, R&B and pop. Album

exploring a previous self while celebrating a new one. The

highlight, “Symbols, Tokens,” is the best synthesis of

verses glide through tenderly, but it’s the chorus that provides

Morimoto’s sound, combining an airtight flow with a Tetris-

the catharsis on this song: when Sailor Goon belts “I’m feeling

like production.

new,” there’s no doubt that it’s meant with her whole chest.

For fans of Rex Orange County, Joji and Glass Animals

For fans of Frank Ocean, Sza and Giveon

LUC NAPIER

GLAZED

VIGO

DISHEVELED

Drenched in autotune and reverb, “Vigo,” the standout

On “Disheveled” (feat. Max Bemis,) the climax of the song

song off of Napier’s recent album Corduroy, reads like a letter

occurs toward the end at the 2:45 mark. Some may think this

that was never sent. From the first line—”Farewell my father/

is too late, but when you reach the heights that Glazed goes

farewell my friend” the lament almost makes listeners feel as

for, the willingness to pull back is appreciated—in fact, it’s what

if they’re invading someone’s privacy, like Joni Mitchell’s Blue

makes them so successful. For a song that is all about not

or FKA Twigs’ Magdalene. But we’ve all had rough goodbyes,

having it together, Glazed makes a good case they have their

and the well documented ones make them easier.

rhythm down pat.

For fans of Rostam, Wet and Vampire Weekend

For fans of Weezer, Fugazi and Sleater-Kinney
SELECTIONS BY JOHN ALOSZKA
@JOHNALOSKZA
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IT’S WRITTEN
IN THE STARS.
SAGITTARIUS

CANCER

The splendor of leather and flowers, riding your bike and knowing it’s

Pay attention to your productivity—what you do this month you

all you. This year you? shuffled and discarded everything you owned. Now

won’t have to do next month, and it’s a good time for doing. Your

travel light and sit with your identity if nothing else. Nag about the news

lust for life will be loud on your days off. Dreams of places you’re

when it’s all that’s left to do. Be thankful for the fresh eyes in your sockets.

not at could cure your cabin fever. Be thankful for sage and vinegar.

SCORPIO

GEMINI

The whole harvest is yours, bon appetit! You’ve come a long way

You’ll receive a blessing of friendship and romance. You’re more

in learning to express yourself this year, mark yourself down when you

beautiful than ever, and your tact is a virtue. The disillusion got you

count everything that’s beautiful to you. The creative force within you is

down earlier this year—now it’s propelling you to greener pastures.

begging to be materialized. Thank all the fallen leaves, and find yourself

Mourn with a big moon, and wipe your tears with something red.

among them.

Thank yourself for your every word.

LIBRA

TAURUS

You will be in the shower singing “WAP” or “La Vie en Rose” when
the water darkens and takes the form of Mystery, Babylon the Great, the
Mother of Prostitutes and Abominations of the Earth. Whatever happens
is what you deserve, and it’s not looking good.

VIRGO

Unpack your secrets and address your debts. You’ve looked back
to build up a spirit of rebellion on the path to your most sincere self,
now take your favorite thing and use the force of transformation to
make it the best thing. Thank all the quiet moments silently.

ARIES

Gather with those you’ve known forever in a place you feel

You’ve got the adventurous essence of a child, the wisdom of

comfortable. You’ll find meaning in love, love in conversation. A download

an old sage! In reality you are just a baby. While you’re more than

is coming through for you in your career sector. Your friends will thank

comfortable being forthright, tuning into your subtlety might unlock

you for always being in service; you’ll thank them back for being there.

the next level for you. Be thankful for the time between leaving and

LEO

getting there.

Scream to be heard because you need to (scream and be heard.)

PISCES

You’ll find it easier than usual to turn your will into something worthwhile.

Listen to what your dreams are telling you about accountability.

Problems with glass and metal are to be expected at work—stay strapped

It’s a good time to man up and win the bread. You’re coming into

with pens and papers. Be thankful for all the life you bring into being.

a divine awareness that you will employ sometime soon. What you
have to say in the face of change is priceless. Be thankful for the
sober times.

LISTEN
LOCALLY

AQUARIUS

ON THE FOLIO
LOCAL PLAYLIST.

CAPRICORN

Your natural talent for taking names and business cards gets a
cosmic boost this month. Love wears you out in all the wrong places;
get to working harder instead. The emptiness of form will soon fill
up with heavy meaning. Thank or shame the founding fathers on
your coins.

Some type of spiritual awakening is coming your way. You’ve
been experiencing death and rebirth on a broad scale through
aspirations and responsibilities. Pause for a while, be where you
are, then it’s back to business. Thank a higher power, and feel the
gratitude in return.

SCAN
TO LISTEN

ASTRO ADVICE
ISA BARRIENTOS
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FIND YOUR
FAVORITE

FOLIO
COVERS
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SCAN:

BLING BLING
ISA BARRIENTOS

I GOT MY EARS
PIERCED AT PURE
IMAGINATION ARTS

JON AND GEORGIE.

THE ATLANTIC BEACH PIERCING
STUDIO SETS AN EXAMPLE OF PERFECT
PRACTICE AND CURATION.
Safety lies in comfort and good practice. Owners Jon and Georgie
Salzer bring warmth and hospitality to an exceptionally sterile piercing
process at Pure Imagination Arts.
It’s a true mom-and-pop operation of the modern age. Everything
at the studio is taken care of by Jon and Georgie themselves from
welcoming guests to the puncturing itself. They built the beautiful
space from the ground up, envisioning a studio that doubled as a
community space. The walls feature a curation of local art, and shelves
are lined with literature.
“We brought everything in ourselves into the studio,” said
Georgie, “The way that it looks, the materials and jewelry that we
carry, our cleanliness, our customer service. This is all just who we are,
and this space embodies it.”
Due to the pandemic, the studio is open by appointment only
for the foreseeable future. This also allows the Salzers to pay special
attention to keeping guests comfortable, safe and informed.
The first time I ever walked into Pure Imagination Arts was to
have my ear lobes pierced. After a warm greeting from the owners
and completing some paperwork, I was guided through their stateof-the-art jewelry selection, while the ever-knowledgeable Jon talked
about the rich history of body modification, piercings that line up with
chakras and the scientific basis in his work.
Jon has more than 10 years of piercing experience and is a
member of the Association of Professional Piercers. The organization’s
focus on education is perfect for Jon and his continuing quest
continually expand his expertise. He uses American-made, implantgrade jewelry that could be used to reset a bone if it had been
machined differently. He and Georgie take their studio sanitation
practices from the medical field.
Everything in the studio meets their ethical and environmental
standards, too, from the tiniest earring to the aftercare solution they
offer.
“You can’t offer a customer a great experience but offer an unsafe
environment,” Jon said, “As long as you stand behind your ethical
standpoint, it centers you, and that’s really important to us.”
I sat down in the stabbing throne (my words, not theirs) to get
what would be the third piercing in each of my earlobes. The first time

my ears were pierced I was an infant. The second time was at the mall
several years back. It was such a bad experience, taking a long time
to heal, and I’ve been scared from getting pierced again since.
“We’re taking a foreign object and putting it underneath the skin,
and we’re tricking mother nature into allowing that foreign object to
remain in the body,” Jon explained during prep, educating me on the
anatomy, geometry and physics that goes into each session.
Georgie offered to hold my hand through the process. Being
deeply intuitive, she and Jon might switch up the music or talk a little
more based on the needs of each guest.
Through dad jokes and equipment talk, I almost forgot what
was going on until the needle was in front of me. At that point, Jon
taught me yogic breathing exercises and made a surprisingly painless
puncture in the first ear. The second piercing was mildly painful, which
I attribute to the adrenaline wearing off and my being a baby.
Afterward, Jon explained how to care for my tiny wounds and
warm, sweet relief rushed to my lobes. “That’s the endorphins,” he
said.
Getting a piercing is a delicate process, and Jon and Georgie
make sure you’re taken care of from prep to aftercare. My ears were
tender for just a few days and have since healed beautifully thanks to
good sanitation and materials.
They hope to bring the community back into Pure Imagination Arts
for shows and readings soon. In the meantime, make an appointment,
and don’t forget your mask.
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LAUGH TRACK
JOHN M. PHILLIPS
3030

YOUR FUNNY FRIEND IS ONE THING. A professional comedian
is something else entirely. Folio, specifically, publisher John Phillips,

about something.” He said he still wonders what happened to that
young man, “Is he a comedian? Is he a leader?”

recently had the pleasure to sit down (via Zoom) with one of the

Just being funny, however, isn’t enough to make it as a stand-up

world’s most popular comedians, Brian Regan, in advance of his Dec.

comic. As the conversation turned to the science of comedy, Regan

11 performance at Florida Theatre.

admitted a performance requires a Herculean amount of effort. As

A native of Miami, Regan has been a touring and television

he once told fellow comic Joe Rogan, “People think of comedy as

comedian since the 1980s. Like most successful comics, he’s done

knocking down the pins, but the hardest part is setting up the pins.

the late night talk show circuit—from Johnny Carson to Jimmy Fallon.

Part of the artform is coming out to nothing, setting up something

He’s released six CDs/DVDs, opened for Jerry Seinfeld and won

and then hitting the punchline to make people laugh.”

Funniest Male Stand-up Comic at the American Comedy Awards.

Regan compares crafting a good joke to acting out “tiny little

His stand-up specials have aired on Comedy Central, Showtime

plays” that last a minute or two. “It’s a constant process. Night

and Netflix. And his sketch/stand-up series Stand Up and Away!

to night, you are working on tweaking words and beats, whether

With Brian Regan currently airs on Netflix with Seinfeld as executive

to leave an adjective in or whether to take it out, whether to say

producer.

something before you say another thing,” he said. “Somebody might

On stage and screen, Regan is hysterically funny. His facial

hear a joke and then they will hear the same joke six months later

expressions and gestures alone are worth the price of admission.

and think, ‘Oh, that’s the same joke that I heard six months ago.’

But off stage, his demeanor, at times, can be subdued and reflective.

They have no idea how much that joke has evolved in my mind:

Take, for example, his response to our question: “Who is Brian

‘What do you mean? I used to saythe adjective six months ago, and

Regan?”
He thought for a moment and said, “This is going to be a

now I don’t say the adjective. So, it’s a whole different joke.’ I love
those Eureka moments of making a joke 1% better.”

philosophical answer, but don’t we spend our lifetime trying to figure

One of Regan’s most quoted bits started in the 1990s and is

out who we are? I think I am a good person. I care about the world.

the perfect example of his finely-tuned observational skills and self-

I want the world to care about me. And I see some funny things out

deprecating delivery. The premise is that moment of human frailty

there and want to share them with my fellow human beings.”

when we say something out of habit, but it awkwardly doesn’t fit

This desire to relate to audiences is evident in his style of

the circumstances.

comedy. A master of observational humor, Regan has the ability to

From the server at the restaurant wishing him a pleasant meal

hone in on human idiosyncrasies audiences might not even realize

as it is placed in front of him to a gate agent saying “Have a nice

they have until he points them out (more on that in a moment). And

flight” as he boards an airplane, Regan responds instinctively with an

though he admits he writes for an adult audience, his act is free

immediate “You, too!” He then chides himself for not knowing how

from profanity or explicit jokes. My 8-year-old-son Bennett and I,

to use the “‘You, too!’” phrase. All these years later, people still say

for example, both appreciate his humor on Stand Up and Away!

“You, too!” and “Take luck!” (another hilarious part of the joke) to

For me personally, being able share a laugh with your child is a true

him regularly—except for that one guy on the elevator.

bonding experience.

Regan described a recent encounter with a fan who took the

Regan, too, is a loving father who openly admits his dad jokes

premise to another level. Someone recognized him on an elevator

are especially lame. “That’s part of the comfort of being off stage.

and said, “Wait, you are the ‘And you,’ guy!” Regan said he didn’t

The jokes you come up with don’t have to rise to a certain level of

want to correct him because he was with friends—and it was just

quality,” he said, “so, off stage I just really love bad jokes and bad

a quick encounter. So as the man got off the elevator, he turned

puns. My kids have to endure me sharing ridiculously bad humor

around and started screaming at Regan, “And you … And you!”

with them. We laugh at how eyerolling [the jokes] are.”

Regan thought, “I am the only guy who knows what he’s talking

Further illustrating his point, he solemnly quoted the late, great

about, and I don’t know what he’s talking about.”

Robin Williams about things his own children told him: “Daddy, you

From the beginning to the end of our time together, Regan’s

don’t need to be funny around us. All you have to be is Daddy” to

description of himself remained true: a good person who sees funny

which Regan added, “You can be a comedian to the world, but at

things and wants to share them with others. Obviously, COVID-19

home, Daddy is more important.”

has hindered his ability to do that in 2020, but he’s anxious to safely

Having a good sense of humor is powerful, Regan said, reflecting

adapt and return to making people laugh.”

on an experience he had decades ago when he encountered a group

“Laughter can still take place even under these challenging

of children on a subway car in New York City. One of the kids was

circumstances, Regan said, “ [and] needs to take place now more

making his friends repeatedly and hysterically laugh, and Regan

than ever.

remembered wondering, “Does that kid have any idea how much

Brian Regan appears Dec. 11 at the newly renovated Florida

power he has? It’s a big thing to make people laugh. You are altering

Theatre. The audience will be socially distanced, and masks will be

people’s emotions. You might even be changing how people think

required throughout the show. Regan will bring the laughter.
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FROM LEFT TO RIGHT: KALEN KING, KALEB KING,
JARED GORE AND BRENT BERRYMAN.
JOHN ALOSZKA
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LISTEN LOCALLY
JOHN ALOSZKA

VAGABONDING

THEM VAGABONDS

THEM VAGABONDS PAY TRIBUTE TO
JACKSONVILLE’S PAST WHILE
LOOKING FORWARD.
Every day, on my way home, I pass the Allman Brothers Band
house on Riverside Avenue. It was here where the legendary band
that would go on to change the face of rock music was founded.
Five decades later, rock music has found itself in a precarious
position. The Arctic Monkeys, whose debut album Whatever
People Say I Am, That’s What I’m Not was heralded as a returnto-form for guitar rock, have transformed into a space-age jazz
ensemble. Arcade Fire’s freshman release, Funeral, forever
changed the face of alternative music in the early 2000s, but today,
the band is essentially a new wave-disco outfit. Even the most
faithful of rock bands, like Greta Van Fleet, are often little more
than Led Zeppelin ripoffs.
I am not here to signal the death of rock music; I don’t write
for Pitchfork. But there is no denying the genre has changed
considerably since the days of Duane and Greg Allman and the
birth of Southern rock.
Fast forward to earlier this month, when Jacksonville-based
group Them Vagabonds won Folio’s Battle of the Bands 2020. I
have to admit, I was surprised. Not because they weren’t worthy of
the title—but because I didn’t believe jam rock could sell anymore.
Turns out, it does in Jacksonville, which should come as no surprise
since bluesy-jazzy jams with largely improvised, very extended
guitar solos are our city’s claim to fame.
I’m sitting in the atrium in the Folio building with the members
of Them Vagabonds thinking how they look like extras from the
movie Almost Famous: long flowing hair, light wash jeans, big
sunglasses. The ’70s comparisons aren’t lost on them, as it is their
decade of choice.
Kaleb King, who plays synth in the band, remembered when
he and his twin brother Kalen, who plays lead guitar, first learned

ZZ Top’s First Album was recorded in their hometown. “When we
both heard it and then flipped [the album cover] around and saw
that, we were like ‘What?’” Kaleb said.
Kaleb and Kalen, along with drummer Brent Berryman and
bassist Jared Gore, draw upon their collective musical roots
fusing Southern rock, psychedelia and jam rock. Or as Berryman
described it, “a bunch of genres shoved into one and twisted up.”
The band’s laundry list of inspiration—from the Allman
Brothers to Lynyrd Skynyrd to the Grateful Dead—provides the

are, after all, individuals not imitators.
The song that ultimately propelled them to the top of the
contest, “Losin’ my Life.” is a full throttle song about driving on
the highway full throttle, of course. On the surface, it’s a pretty
straightforward rock song, but the components, particularly Kaleb’s
blues keys and Gore’s groove bass make the song feel thoroughly
modern; it’s not just a copycat performance or extended reference
of a bygone era.
In addition to the band’s psychedelic sound, which voters
obviously gravitated toward, they also have their thousands of
loyal Facebook fans to thank for their win. Kalen refers to this
phenomenon as “Vagabonding,” a term they use to describe a way
to build community around music. As the band members believe,
even in an age of competing for likes, shares and streaming
revenue on the Internet, music still does the talking.

foundation for their sound, but it doesn’t pigeonhole them. They
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FOLIO
EVENTS
BE SEEN, OR
TURN YOUR
CAMERA OFF!
VIRTUAL AND IN PERSON EVENTS
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FOLI

GIFT
GUIDE

One place you can find a “Gem” of a gift this season. Offering the highest quality
jewelry for body piercing, they are one of the only shops in the area with top
certifications to do the job right. They even specialize infant and child piercing
too! While you’re there, enjoy fascinating literature and beautiful art pieces by
local artists as well.
PUREIMAGINATIONARTS.COM, 904-853-6291
Know someone that needs to reduce stress, pain and inflammation without
medication? Look no further - Dr. Smith (DAOM) who has received extensive training
in treating chrinic illnesses and pain can help. Featuring: Hocatt Ozone Suana
(detox, weight loss, lyme, fibromyalgia and many more benefits) AO frequency
scanner(mold, viruses, etc.) Acupuncture, Herbal Teas, Cuping, Homeopathic and
Vitamin shots, Prolozone Injections, Diet consultants and natural supplements.
PHOENIXRISESACUPUNCTURE.COM, 904-238-1000
This trendy café and lounge promotes feline adoptions by letting you meet, play,
and cuddle with the kitty residents while enjoying local roasted coffee, smoothies,
beer, and wine. All visits proceeds are a 100% direct donation to the rescue.
It’s inevitable that you will fall in love when you visit! Luckily, adoptions are available.
All kittens/cats are saved from unfortunate circumstances. Located in St. Augustine,
we recommend stopping by and visiting with the adorable kitties and grabbing a
gift card for your feline loving friends and family.
FRISKYCATCAFE.COM, 9045472940
Have a friend or family member who is into sustainable living? This one-of-akind hemp-based, organic cotton towel is absolutely amazing; Quick drying, ultra
absorbent and sustainable.
All holiday orders come with a carbon neutral certificate. We highly recommend
these super soft beauties...and the best news: you can feel good about being
kind to the earth by saving 526 days of drinking water when you dry off with an
ANACT towel.
ANACT.COM
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ASTRO ADVICE
ISA BARRIENTOS

COSMIC COUNSELING
1
LIFE IS A COMPLICATED WEB OF HARDSHIP, JOY, AND FUTILITY. BUT IN TIMES OF TROUBLE, LOOK TO THE STARS.
COSMIC COUNSELING IS A MONTHLY COLUMN IN FOLIO. WRITE OUR ASTROLOGIST, ISA BARRIENTOS
ISA@FOLIOWEEKLY.COM
FOR A CHANCE TO BE FEATURED. INCLUDE RELEVANT BIRTH TIMES AND LOCATIONS. ESTIMATIONS WILL DO.

2

3
DEAR COSMIC COUNSELOR,

WORKPLACE ENTANGLEMENT,

I am torn between two jobs.

No one should ever be mean to you; it’s inhumane. As a Pisces, you’re

One will pay less, but make me

highly sensitive and having an employer be anything less than sweet to you is

infinitely happier. My current job

emotionally unacceptable. You work best when you feel loved.

is cushy, but I feel abused and

Questions of career ask us to look toward the nodes of the sky:They

neglected by my employer. Do I

represent our gifts and our purpose. Your south node falls in Virgo, so you’re

take a paycut for happiness? It’s

naturally meticulous and detail oriented. The north node in Pisces means that

significant.

you’re learning to live through spirit rather than matter.
Transiting nodes in Gemini and Sagittarius are currently in a square with

- Workplace Entanglement

your natal nodes: You’re at a cosmic crossroad between what you know and
your destiny. This transit asks you to gather the gall to move forward from
situations that are limiting your full potential.
Unfortunately, your Saturn is quite afflicted in Capricorn here. This planet
represents our challenges in life, and in Capricorn it gives you a burdening

A LOOK AT THE FACTUALS

sense of responsibility and potential problems with authority and work.
Saturn returns happen every few decades to ground us and grow us up.
The past few years have probably been a difficult time of breaking down and
restructuring your life, especially in terms of career. You’re on the homestretch,
though, as the transiting Saturn will enter Aquarius in mid-December.
Mars and Jupiter in Taurus are probably what’s keeping you in this present
entanglement, you’re characteristically loyal and prefer comfort over change.
The bull within you is a materialist and loves a well-paying job. These planets
of energy and destiny are in almost-perfect conjunction in your chart, pointing
to great enthusiasm in your beliefs. Which job aligns more with your values?
You’ve got a whole gang of personal planets in the 12th house: Sun, Moon,
Mercury and Venus. Compassion is your greatest asset, and intuition is your
greatest strength. Use it, sis.
XOXO,

@FOLIOWEEKLY
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TICKETS

ON SALE NOW

BEST
OF JAX
VOTING IS
NOW OPEN
DINING
ENTERTAINMENT
RETAIL
BUSINESSES
PEOPLE OF JAX
HEALTH
RECREATION
DECADE END LIST
+ MORE

DECEMBER 2020
BIG BAD VOODOO
DADDY’S WILD AND SWINGIN’

9

HOLIDAY PARTY

10
11
12

38 SPECIAL
BRIAN REGAN
FLEETWOOD MAC: RUMOURS
PERFORMED BY CLASSIC ALBUMS LIVE

12 DAVE KOZ & FRIENDS
THE GREATEST HITS OF CHRISTMAS 2020

18

GREAT RUSSIAN NUTCRACKER
CHRISTMAS STREAM

19 MAJAH HYPE
FEATURING

VEDRA CONCERT HALL

FRANKIE VALLI
& THE FOUR SEASONS
23 KENNY G
23 JAKE SHIMABUKURO
21

AT THE WJCT SOUNDSTAGE

30 PINK MARTINI

APRIL 2021

PRESENTED BY

PUBLIX SUPERMARKET CHARITIES

20 ROB SCHNEIDER

JANUARY 2021
16
21

1
2
10

LAVILLA SHOWCASE
1964 THE TRIBUTE
BROTHERS AGAIN

17
21

MASTERCHEF JR. LIVE!
ORLEANS

D.J. P.L.O.

20 ELF FREE HOLIDAY MOVIE

SISTER HAZEL
SINBAD

FEBRUARY 2021

A CELEBRATION OF THE ALLMAN
BROTHERS BAND

AT THE WJCT SOUNDSTAGE

25 BRIAN CULBERTSON

MAY 2021
22 ONE NIGHT OF QUEEN
24 BRIT FLOYD:
WORLD TOUR 2021

20 POCO, FIREFALL AND
PURE PRAIRIE LEAGUE
25 ABBA MANIA
26 WHOSE LIVE ANYWAY?

3

26 SYPRO GYRA AT THE

13 BILL MAHER
24 JONNY LANG

WITH RYAN STILES, GREG PROOPS,
JEFF B. DAVIS AND JOEL MURRAY

WJCT SOUNDSTAGE

JUNE 2021

MARCH 2021
5
6

JEANNE ROBERTSON
LITTLE RIVER BAND

12
17

HAPPY TOGETHER TOUR

FEATURING THE TURTLES, CHUCK
NEGRON, THE ASSOCIATION,
MARK LINDSAY, THE VOGUES AND
THE COWSILLS

JULY 2021
#IMOMSOHARD MOM’S NIGHT

HUMORIST

10

WITH SPECIAL GUEST

22 REO SPEEDWAGON

LORDS OF 52ND STREET

SCAN TO VOTE:

50TH ANNIVERSARY TOUR

20 PABLO CRUISE AT PONTE

VIRTUAL CONCERT

13 TRAVIS TRITT
19 MOSCOW BALLET’S

AMERICA

OUT ROUND 2!

GET THE LED OUT
CHRIS BOTTI

904.355.2787 | floridatheatre.com
128 East Forsyth Street, Downtown Jacksonville
Follow us for the latest event news
ACCESSIBILITY: Please inform the ticket office of any special arrangements you may require when purchasing tickets. An assistive listening system for the hearing impaired is
available from the House Manager. The wheelchair accessible bathroom is located to the right of the Entry Lobby Bar as you face the bar, to the left of the statue La Vergognosa.
The theatre does not have its own parking lot. Disabled permit parking is available on the street.
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5
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Norse capital
Pedometer unit
Fox-and-hounds
event
Totaled
Satisﬁed sigh
Hot water burn
Of sound mind
Ocean motion
Jacksonville Sharks’
defunct org.
Brush part
Cravings
Daze
Air-leak sound
Yemeni port
Dutch airline
Barely beat the
Gators
Recedes
Avoid
Jeans fabric
State where 28
Across was a US
Senator in 1968

D
E
R
H
P
Y
K
A

1
2
3

K
Y
P
A
D
H
R
E

DOWN

D
R
I
P

70
71
72
73

T
E
M
P

69

31 Muslim pilgrims
32 Letters on a B-52
33 Piece of cake
course at FSU
34 “Beat it!”
35 “To ___ own self be
true”
38 Lima’s land
41 Reason to call Duval
Plumbing
42 Junior or Senior at
Bolles
45 Turkey neighbor
47 Hungary neighbor
49 Lord’s Prayer
pronoun
51 Taverna Yamas
cheese
53 Alex and Danny
Pierson, e.g.
54 Central points
55 Burden
56 Pre-release software
version
58 Where to watch
Jags highlights,
maybe
59 Mayberry boy
61 Dirt road tracks
62 Draft status
63 Ofﬁce sub
65 Biden’s org.
67 Angler’s gear

O
N
E
A

68

41-Across activity...
and a hint to the
letters in the circles
Annoy a motorist
on I-95, perhaps
Cary State Forest
tree
Folio notice
Writer Asimov
Cheep housing?
CSX memo abbr.

R
U
T
S

Job safety org.
Kind of JU prof
Bottomless pit
Type of earring
Tropical Smoothie
Cafe berry
Worries
Help
“Peanuts” character
Chose
Jax Farmers Market
onionlike veggie
Tax IDs
Owner’s document
Tennis do-over
Hubert’s running
mate in 1968
Most modest
“Look before you
___”
UNF transcript ﬁgs.
Lifeguard’s milieu
Half of biRecord players
___ Lanka
Iranian money
Abundant
Printer’s blue
Honorably retired
Flagler College Prof
Triangular house
Daytona 500 stat
Old Palm phone
Site for a 14-Across
“That hurt!”
Fortuneteller’s card
Upright
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Solve this puzzle like
a regular sudoku,
but instead of using
numbers, use the
letters H-Y-D-E-P-A-R-K
(for the Jacksonville
neighborhood).
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KIDS PAGE
(ALSO FOR TIRED ADULTS)
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SPORTS STUFF
QUINN GRAY

TANKSONVILLE?
WHERE THE JAGUARS STAND.
After the Jacksonville Jaguars surprised everyone by beating the
Indianapolis Colts 27-20 in the season opener in September, Jags
fans thought, perhaps, there could be hope for this year. Follow that
up with a very close loss to the Tennessee Titans in Week 2, and
people were saying the Jags could actually be legit.
But things only went downhill from there. Over the next three
weeks, the Jags gave the Miami Dolphins, Cincinnati Bengals and
Houston Texans—all winless teams at the time—their first victories
of the season. By Week 5, fans and the media realized 2020 was
just another Jags season (in other words, a losing one), a prediction
beared out by three more losses. And no additional wins.
Despite their disappointing record thus far, the Jags have
managed to pull off some positive surprises, however.
James Robinson, the undrafted rookie from Illinois State
University, burst onto the scene in the first game of the season with
amazing plays that made fans relieved the team moved on from
Leonard Fournette. In subsequent games, Robinson continued to
make impressive plays that have put him in the top 10 discussion for
running backs. He is currently sixth in rushing with 580 yards, not to
mention his 225 receiving yards, and is on track to rush for 1000+
yards, which would be a considerable feat for an undrafted rookie.
Robinson is proving players don’t need to be drafted to produce
impressive results on the field.
Josh Jones, a relatively unknown safety signed by the Jaguars
this offseason, has also surprised everyone with his 61 total tackles so
far this year, only one behind more experienced teammate and Pro
Bowler (with the Cleveland Browns) Joe Schobert. Jones, a fourthyear safety, was a second-round pick by the Green Bay Packers,
who sent him packing after two uninspiring seasons. It seems he
has found his home in Jacksonville, however, as he figures to be an
important part of the team’s secondary for years to come.
Cornerback Sidney Jones, another relatively unknown player,
was activated from the Jaguars’ practice squad after injuries plagued
starters C.J. Henderson and D.J. Hayden. After relatively lackluster
games against the Bengals and Dolphins, Jones broke out in Week
5 against the Texans with four passes defended, an interception and
three solo tackles. Since then, Jones has been an important part of
the secondary and is currently in the top 20 in the league for passes
defended, a huge accomplishment after only four games.
With these pleasant surprises, however, also come some
unexpected disappointments.
Quarterback Gardner Minshew turned in an impressive
performance against the Colts in game one, completing 19 of 20
passes for three touchdowns and no interceptions. Future games
40

saw him throw 10 touchdowns to five interceptions, which isn’t
horrible, but last season, the best rookie QB in the league only
threw six interceptions total. Currently, Minshew is sidelined with an
injury to his throwing hand leaving sixth-round rookie Jake Luton to
lead the team. Here’s hoping Minshew can get back to his winning
form following his recovery.
The Jags selected K’Lavon Chaisson with the 20th pick in the
2020 draft, hoping the “Sack Guru” could be another key piece
in rebuilding the defense. Unfortunately, he hasn’t lived up to
expectations. One possible explanation could be the team wants
to develop him, as he is somewhat of a raw player, so it’s too early
to label him as a bust, but Chaisson must step it up in the second
half of the season.
And then there’s Josh Lambo. Widely regarded as one of the
best kickers in the NFL, Lambo hasn’t been able to help the team
much after a hip injury in Week 2 put him on the injured reserve list
and eventually sidelined him for the rest of the season. To say his
presence on the field has been missed is a major understatement.
Without him, the team has gone through four kickers with recently
signed Chase McLaughlin being number five. Fans and teammates
can only hope Lambo will rebound and come back next year stronger
than ever.
Actually, the same can be said for the entire team.

LISTEN ON APPLE MUSIC
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SCAN TO WATCH
THE INTERVIEW

WEED WORDS
ISA BARRIENTOS

FROM ASHES TO ASHES
MEDICAL MARIJUANA OFFERS AN
ALTERNATIVE TO OPIOID USE.
The human body carries the dust of the earth. Our system evolved
in perfect symbiosis with the environment, developing receptors within
for healing compounds outside.
CB1 and CB2 receptors are found throughout the body. They

An ancient cure for a modern problem, CB1 and CB2 receptors
are found in the immune system. When potentiated with cannabinoids,
they provide the immune system a safe and natural boost.

bind with cannabinoids tetrahydrocannabinol (THC) and cannabinol

Although they can be extracted and used individually, CBD and

(CBD) to regulate and modulate every system, proving to be widely

THC aid and potentiate each other in the various systems in which

effective in treating chronic pain, anxiety disorders, and gastrointestinal

they function; It is a psychoactive compound and it works with opioid

diseases.

receptors to regulate pain.

Dr. Chidi Uche is a primary care physician and an advocate for

In its raw form, cannabis is smoked and inhaled. This way, it goes

medical cannabis. After practicing for 15 years, he noticed that many

straight into the bloodstream and acts quickly, which is great for pain

of his patients living with chronic pain and depression were testing

management, although some of the plant’s benefits are lost in burning

positive for marijuana on drug screenings.

of the flower itself.

Rather than simply dismissing it because medical marijuana wasn’t

Cannabinoids may be isolated from the raw flower via fractional

yet legal, Dr. Uche asked patients why they used it, to which most of

distillation or CO2 extraction. They’re typically broken down into oil

them responded that it was the only treatment that worked.

products which are inhaled, ingested, or used topically.

“I thought, there has to be something to that. Everybody can’t be

Vaporizing the oil product is fast-acting like smoking, with a

wrong,” said Dr. Uche, “Obviously, they were doing it recreationally

cleaner inhalation. It’s effective in inducing sleep and relieving anxiety.

but were seeing good results.”

Ingestible forms of the oil treat anxiety, depression, and diseases

Once laws were passed to legalize medical cannabis, he began to

of the gastrointestinal tract. It lasts for a longer period of time than

do research and look into how he could help to get people prescribed

inhalation in this form, at 6 to 8 hours, so patients can dose it a few

proper, unadulterated medical marijuana. He now has a successful

times a day to maintain consistent relief.

practice as Dr. Green Relief RX, where he has more than 3 thousand
medical cannabis patients.
“There’s not one patient that’s come in for a review that’s said, ‘You
know what, doc, I don’t like this.’ Nobody has said it hasn’t worked for
them. Everyone comes back to get it renewed.”

Transdermal patches use cannabinoids in cream form to provide a
general slow release of the product. They are used in treating chronic
headaches and localized pain.
Side effects of medical cannabis include increased hunger and
drowsiness, although they are rarely present when the prescription

Cannabis has a rich history: it was one of the first agricultural crops

is taken at the proper dosage. Unlike benzodiazepines, barbiturates,

around 10,000 BCE. Its medicinal uses were first recorded in China in

and opioids, which marijuana is a great substitute for, the plant and

2727 BCE.

its derivatives are not physically addictive and there is no way to die

In the neurological system, CBD and THC bind with cannabinoid

from a marijuana overdose.

receptors in the brain to balance and raise levels of serotonin,

Different ratios of CBD and THC are used to treat patients based

dopamine, and norepinephrine as needed, effectively treating

on their diagnosis. Dr. Uche listens to each of his patients, treating

anxiety, depression, PTSD and migraines. They have neuroprotective

them as a whole integrated system as he guides them through

properties that boost memory in patients with dementia and modulate

treatment plans.

seizure activity.
Cannabinoids dilate blood vessels in people with hypertension
and reduce pressure in the eyes to treat glaucoma. They can regulate
blood sugar levels in people with diabetes.
THC and CBD reduce inflammation and pain in people with
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insomnia, and hormone imbalance.

“I try to let patients air what their problems are and we come to a
resolution jointly,” he said, “I get them involved in the plan.”
According to Dr. Uche, many people are able to wean off of
pharmaceuticals in as little as 4 to 6 weeks of medical cannabis
treatment.

gastrointestinal diseases such as Crohn’s disease and ulcerative colitis,

“Now that medical marijuana is out, patients are shifting to

and have proven to be highly successful in treating chronic pain,

something that’s more legal, less toxic, and less harmful on the whole.”

ADULT ADVICE
SHARI AND TERRY JAYMES

MOM IS WATCHING
IN THIS MONTH’S DEAR DUMBS: CAN A
HELICOPTER MOM LET GO?
REPLY:
TERRY: I’m looking forward to unpacking this one. You’re right
though. At first glance you do look like a monster.
SHARI: Cory, an all girl’s school is as judgmental a situation as
you can get. If you don’t want her feeling the pressure to wear
the right thing, etc., that is not the place to be.
TERRY: I totally understand wanting to give your child a better
life than you had. But I do think you’re more than a little heavy
handed. My mom pulled some similar crap. I didn’t rebel, but
I’m still pissed at her for not letting me go to a James Bond
movie with my friends.
SHARI: Yeah, Terry was pretty sheltered. I, on the other hand,
DEAR DUMBS,

was not. My mom moved out of our house (my dad lived in
another state) and into her boyfriend’s place across town. I

I’m a 33 year old single mother of a 10 year old daughter.

was 16 and that left my 19-year-old brother as the head of the

That’s all. LOL - there’s more. But does there really need to be?

house. Three of my four brothers dropped out of high school.

Her name is Hannah and she say’s I’m too much in her life.

It was a miracle that I graduated. Hannah needs to be thankful

She’s used the words controlling and smothering.

for what she’s got. Having some adult guidance, someone at
home caring whether you did your homework, is a good thing.

Her big complaints are as follows.
TERRY: Yes. Shari is right. Hannah needs to understand that
1) She can’t have any sleepovers

as a single mother you’re doing your best. I hope you show

2) She can’t attend any parties where there are boys.

her this. That being said, you really need to relax, Cory. You’ve

3) No sugar is allowed in our house.

obviously been scarred by your childhood. I’m pretty sure we

4) When she’s away from me I contact her every hour

all have. Some of the rules you’ve placed on her are almost

5) She’s not allowed to use the stove unless I’m close by.

comical.

When I see this in writing I do look like a monster.

SHARI: Maybe a little compromise? Not calling her every hour

However, things are much different than when I was a child

is a good start.

and they weren’t all that safe then.
I’m now considering enrolling her into an all girls school.

TERRY: Shari is right. That will open up the lines of

I know there’s a lot of downside to that but what I do like is

communication between you two. That will go a long way.

that there seems to be much less peer pressure to wear the

Despite my mom doing some questionable things to me as

right attire, make-up etc.

a child, I was a pretty good kid and I know why. It all comes
down to having good friends. I’d forget all that other stuff and

Do you think I’m a lunatic? I just want the best for her.

encourage her to find some good friends and reward her for
doing so. Let us know what you decided to do. We’re really

CORY

interested. You’re doing your best, Cory.
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